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Kelly Burke is the spoiled, younger sister of Tyler, who runs their fatherâ€™s construction company

after his death. Both enjoy care-free, pampered lifestyles. Tyler, unfortunately, without the

experience or knowledge of managing a company, watches it financially crumble and hires his

former military buddy, Damon Santoro, to lead its Operations. Damon has a solid reputation in the

industry and possesses the leadership qualities Tyler lacks.Burke Construction does a complete

turnaround and business thrives. Tyler, realizing he has a rainmaker on his hands, encourages

Kelly to lead on Damon as a means of keeping him around. Damon has been bewitched by

Kellyâ€™s beauty since their army days, when Tyler shared enticing photos of her.Kelly is

immediately attracted to Damon, but forbidden to have a relationship with him by her brother. Tyler

is afraid that should things sour between them, Damon might be tempted to leave the company, and

its renewed success would end.Kelly learns to submerge her romantic and lustful feelings for

Damon for several years, only manipulating him with her seductive charm at Tylerâ€™s direction.

Other men come and go in her life, but none have Damonâ€™s brooding sensuality. Damon is the

one she secretly desires.One night, before she goes off with her girlfriends to party and bar-hop,

Damon shows up agitated at her door, claiming that heâ€™s being framed by Tyler for a crime that

could send him to prison. His wild accusations make no sense to Kelly. Damon is furious, accuses

her of being involved and insists that she go with him. When Kelly refuses and tries to soothe him

with her feminine wiles, he uses chloroform to subdue and take her as his hostage.SHAMELESS

CAPTIVE is packed with plot twists, page-turning suspense and crackling erotic heat that leads to a

shattering conclusion.SHAMELESS CAPTIVE is Laurie Vincentâ€™s second erotic suspense novel.

Her first, SINFULLY GOOD, was published in 2014. She has also written a two-part sexy and

humorous financial crime mystery, CRAZY LADIES. All of her titles can be found exclusively on .
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Once again bringing her inimitable flair for writing kick-ass women and hot-as-hell hunks, Ms.

Vincent amps it up a notch in this fast-paced and thoroughly-enjoyable reading experience.One of

the many things I loved about this book is how she developed her characters, the slow unveiling of

who they were and why. Great plot, snappy dialogue and sex hot enough to have me swooning in

my chair make this a must-read. What's next, Laurie?

I have become a fan of Laurie's writing. Her female characters are always strong, young, and

attractive. And of course, the sex is always steamy. Shameless is no exception. What always

comes through in Laurie's work is the plot. It isn't simply about the sex, I always end up as hooked

on the story as I am when the characters fall into bed. While brother (Tyler) and sister (Kelly) fight

over the family business, her dream man (Damon) takes her captive when he discovers Tyler is

setting him up. The heat between the two is palpable and Laurie always keeps the reader sweating,

lol. A very good read, Laurie Vincent nailed another one!

This was my first read by indie author Laurie Vincent. I found it to be an entertaining little novel full

of intrigue, gorgeous (rich & spoiled!) main characters, white-collar crime, and plenty of erotic

scenes. Fans of "adult" soap operas will especially enjoy. ;)
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